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The ISO* property of noncentrality parameters is derived for the expected value
of an ISO* function of independent nonnegative two-parameter compound Poisson
random variables and is then applied to unbiasedness of tests and monotonicity of
power functions of tests in an order-restricted hypothesis testing problem for the
noncentrality parameter. The ISO* property and the Schur convexity are also
studied for a class of two-parameter distributions which has the additive property
(i.e., is closed under convolution) and contains the one-parameter family with the
semigroup property as a special case.  2000 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
Cone orderings have found many applications in probability and
statistics; see Cohen and co-workers [6, 7], Marshall and Olkin [12],
Marshal et al. [13], and Robertson and Wright [19], among others. The
ISO* and majorization are two closely related cone orderings. For two
vectors x # D and y # D, where DRn, we write x>>* y if ki=1 xi
ki=1 yi , k=1, ..., n&1, and 
n
i=1 xi=
n
i=1 yi ; x>>y if 
k
i=1 xi
k
i=1 yi ,
k=1, ..., n; and xoy if (x[1] , ..., x[n])>>* ( y[1] , ..., y[n]), where x[1]
} } } x[n] denote the components of x in decreasing order. A real-valued
function , defined on D is said to be ISO* (ISO, Schur convex) if ,(x)
,(y) whenever w>>* y (x>>y, xoy) on D.
As indicated by Proschan and Sethuraman [18], preservation theorems
have generally enabled one to understand the property which is preserved
(such as TP2 , Schur convexity, etc.) and to generate other functions with
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the same property. Many preservation theorems have been derived for
Schur convexity, ISO*, and the simple order cone as well as other pairwise
contrast cones when the underlying random variables are nonnegative,
independent, and have distributions from a one-parameter family with the
semi-group property; see, for instance, Cohen and Sackrowitz [6],
Proschan and Sethuraman [18], and Robertson and Wright [19].
However, little is known in the literature for a two-parameter family.
In this paper we will derive preservation theorems for a class of two-
parameter distributions, [Q( } ; %, &)], which is closed under the convolu-
tion, i.e.,
Q( } ; %1 , &1) V Q( } ; %2 , &2)=Q( } ; %1+%2 , &1+&2). (1.1)
In particular, for &#0, (1.1) is known as the semigroup property for a one-
parameter family. In this sense our results include those for the one-
parameter family as special cases.
The two-parameter compound Poisson distribution is an example of
special interest, defined by
Q( } ; %, &, G)=e&% :

k=0
%k
k !
G(rk+&)*( } ), (1.2)
with two parameters %0 and & a nonnegative integer, where r is a given
positive integer, Gk* denotes the k-fold convolution of some distribution G
(k1), and G0* denotes the degenerate distribution which has the only
unit jump at zero. In particular, &=0 and r=1 correspond to the usual
compound Poisson family (cf. Feller [9])
Q( } ; %, 0, G)=e&% :

k=0
%k
k !
Gk*( } ). (1.3)
Another important case of (1.2) is the noncentral chi-square distribution
with & degrees of freedom and noncentrality parameter %, where r=2 and G
is a central chi-square distribution. This is a special case of the noncentral
gamma distribution (Saxena and Alam [22]). We will call G in (1.2) the
generating distribution, the parameter % the noncentrality parameter, and the
parameter & the degrees of freedom. Clearly, (1.2) represents the distribution
of the random sum of independent random variables of the form
X&+rN(%)= :
&
k=1
Uk+ :
rN(%)
k=1
U&+k , (1.4)
where U1 , ..., Un , ... are independent and identically distributed random
variables having the distribution G; N(%) is a Poisson variable with mean
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% and independent of [Uk]; and by definition 0k=1 Uk #0. Such a model
can be found, for instance, in the collective risk theory where the total
aggregate claims X&+rN(%) consists of two parts: a fixed overhead &k=1 Uk
and a random sum of claims rN(%)k=1 U&+k having the expected number of
claims r%. Clearly, family (1.2) possesses the additive (reproductive)
property (1.1); i.e.,
Q( } ; %1 , &1 , G) V Q( } ; %2 , &2 , G)=Q( } ; %1+%2 , &1+&2 , G).
The ISO* property is studied in Section 2 for the two-parameter dis-
tribution satisfying the additive property (1.1), with special attention paid
to the two-parameter compound Poisson family (1.2), where r is a fixed
integer and G(x)=0, x<0. As an application, in Section 3 we consider the
order-restricted statistical inference for the noncentrality parameter of (1.2),
for which the standard references are Barlow et al. [1] and Robertson et
al. [20]. See also Cohen and co-worker [57] and Robertson and Wright
[19]. Suppose that %1 , ..., %n are the noncentrality parameters of n popula-
tions. We wish to test the hypothesis
H0 : %1= } } } =%n
against the simple order alternative H1&H0 (i.e., H1 but not H0) where
H1 : %1 } } } %n . A number of test statistics with the ISO* property are
proposed, and the unbiasedness of related test statistics is studied.
Section 4 contains a discussion on the Schur convexity of a two-
parameter family with the additive property. Proofs of the theorems appear
in Section 5.
2. ISO* PROPERTY
In what follows assume that 3R1+ and VR
1
+ are closed under addi-
tion and that + is either the Lebesgue measure on R1 or a counting
measure on the integers. Expectations and integrals are assumed to exist
whenever they are written.
Theorem 1. Suppose that w( } , } , } ) is a nonnegative function defined on
3_V_R1 such that
(i) w(%, &, x)=0 for all %, & and for all x<0.
(ii) w( } , } , } ) satisfies the additive property
w(%1+%2 , &1+&2 , x)=| w(%1 , &1 , y) w(%2 , &2 , x& y) dv( y) (2.1)
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for some measure v on R1+ . If , is ISO* on R
n
+ or R
n, then for (:1 , ...,
:n)>>*(;1 , ..., ;n) and (&1 , ..., &n)>>* (|1 , ..., |n),
| } } } | ,(x) ‘
n
i=1
w(:i , &i , xi) ‘
n
i=1
d+(x i)
| } } } | ,(x) ‘
n
i=1
w(;i , |i , xi) ‘
n
i=1
d+(xi). (2.2)
In particular, for (:1 , ..., :n)>>* (;1 , ..., ;n),
| } } } | ,(x) ‘
n
i=1
w(:i , &i , x i) ‘
n
i=1
d+(x i)
| } } } | ,(x) ‘
n
i=1
w(;i , &i , xi) ‘
n
i=1
d+(x i). (2.3)
Theorem 1 is a preservation theorem for a two-parameter family with the
additive property in terms of the ISO* function on Rn+ . One may regard
Theorem 3.3 of Robertson and Wright [19] for a one-parameter family as
a special case of (2.3) by setting V=[0]. For a one-parameter family, a
more general preservation theorem is given by Theorem 1.4 of Cohen and
Sackrowitz [6] in terms of a pairwise contrast cone, where condition (1.7)
seems to be extraneous. Equation (2.2) or (2.3) would hold if ISO* is
replaced by an other pairwise contrast cone.
Observe that ,(x1 , 2i=1 xi , ..., 
n
i=1 xi) is an ISO* function of x # R
n,
whenever ,(x) is nondecreasing in the sense that it is nondecreasing in each
argument while the other arguments are held fixed. Thus,
Corollary 1.1. If , is nondecreasing on Rn+ or R
n, then for (:1 , ...,
:n)>>* (;1 , ..., ;n),
| } } } | , \x1 , :
2
i=1
xi , ..., :
n
i=1
xi+ ‘
n
i=1
w(:i , & i , xi) ‘
n
i=1
d+(xi)
| } } } | , \x i , :
2
i=1
x i , ..., :
n
i=1
xi+ ‘
n
i=1
w(;i , & i , xi) ‘
n
i=1
d+(xi). (2.4)
For a one-parameter family, results similar to Corollary 1.1 are derived
by Boland et al. [2, Theorem 2] and Shaked et al. [21, Proposition 2.13]
in studying the joint distributional properties of partial sums of inde-
pendent random variables.
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We now pay special attention to the two-parameter compound Poisson
family (1.2), where r is a given integer and G(x)=0 for all x<0.
Theorem 2. Assume that independent nonnegative random variables
X&i+rN(:i) , i=1, ..., n, follow two-parameter compound Poisson distributions
Q( } ; :i , &i , G). If ,(x) is ISO* on Rn+ or R
n, then
(:1 , ..., :n)=E,(X&1+rN(:1) , ..., X&n+rN(:n))
is ISO* on Rn+ .
A major difference between (1.2) and (1.3) where &>0 occurs when the
generating distribution G is absolutely continuous. In this case, while (1.2)
is always absolutely continuous, (1.3) is not absolutely continuous if the
support of G is R1+ or a subinterval on R
1
+ and has a mass at zero, i.e.,
P(N(%)k=1 Uk=0)=P(N(%)=0)=e
&%. For the latter and the case where a
density or mass function of G doesn’t exist, Theorem 2 is not an immediate
consequence of (2.3) since (2.1) is not satisfied.
Corollary 2.1. If , is nondecreasing on Rn+ or R
n, then E,(X&1+rN(:1) ,
2i=1 X&i+rN(:i) , ..., 
n
i=1 X&i+rN(:i)) is an ISO* function of (:1 , ..., :n) # R
n
+ .
For *1 } } } *n , it is easy to see that ni=1 * ixi is an ISO* function of
x # Rn. Thus, ,(x)=,0(ni=1 *ixi) is nondecreasing on R
n when ,0 is non-
decreasing on R1.
Corollary 2.2. Let *1 } } } *n . If ,0 is nondecreasing on R1, then
E,0(ni=1 *i X&i+rN(:i)) is an ISO* function of (:1 , ..., :n) # R
n
+ .
Recall that a random variable (vector) W1 is said to be stochastically
smaller than another random variable (vector) W2 ; in symbols,
W1 st W2 , if E,(W1)E,(W2) holds for all nondecreasing functions ,.
Assume that X&i+2N(:i)(X&i+2N(;i)), i=1, ..., n, are independent noncentral /
2
random variables with the degrees of freedom &i and noncentrality
parameters :i (;i) respectively. In a recent paper of Mathew and
Nordstro m [14], a necessary and sufficient condition is obtained for
ni=1 *i X&i+2N(:i)st 
n
i=1 *iX&i+2N(;i) for all *1 } } } *n0. Further-
more, they show that the vector of partial sums (X&1+2N(:1) , 
2
i=1
X&i+2N(:i) , ..., 
n
i=1 X&i+2N(:i)) is stochastically smaller than (X&1+2N(;1) ,
2i=1 X&i+2N(;i) , ..., 
n
i=1 X&i+2N(;i)) if and only if 
n
i=1 *i X&i+2N(:i)st 
n
i=1
*i X&i+2N(;i) for all *1 } } } *n0. This result has been found to be useful
in the context of constructing confidence regions in a multivariate calibra-
tion problem (Mathew et al. [15]) and can also be used in the problem of
combining several independent noncentral /2 or F tests (Marden [11] and
references therein). Other related results are derived by Hollander et al.
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[10] for the compound multivariate Poisson distribution and by Brown
and Rinott [3] and Ellis [8] for multivariate compound Poisson distribu-
tions.
Actually, the results of Mathew and Nordstro m [14] in the noncentral
chi-square case can be shown to hold in a more general setting as follows.
Corollary 2.3. Assume that independent nonnegative random variables
X&i+rN(:i) (X&i+rN(;i)), i=1, ..., n, follow two-parameter compound Poisson
distributions Q( } ; :i , &i , G) (Q( } ; ;i , &i , G)). Then the following statements
are equivalent:
(1) (;1 , ..., ;n)>>(:1 , ..., :n).
(2) ni=1 * iX&i+rN(;i)st 
n
i=1 *i X&i+rN(:i) for all *1 } } } *n0.
(3) (X&1+rN(;1) , 
2
i=1 X&i+rN(;i) , ..., 
n
i=1 X&i+rN(;i))st (X&1+rN(:1) ,
2i=1 X&i+rN(:i) , ..., 
n
i=1 X&i+rN(:i)).
In fact, Statement 1 implies Statement 3 from Corollary 2.1, and, in
general, Statement 3 is stronger than Statement 2. To see that Statement 2
implies 1, note that, in particular,
:
k
i=1
X&i+rN(;i) st :
k
i=1
X&i+rN(:i) , k=1, ..., n,
which implies that E ki=1 X&i+rN(;i) = 
k
i=1 (&i+r; i) EU1  E 
k
i=1
X&i+rN(:i)=
k
i=1 (&i+r:i) EU1 . Thus, (;1 , ..., ;n)>>(:1 , ..., :n). Conse-
quently, Corollary 2.3 follows.
Corollary 2.4. Assume that independent nonnegative random variables
X&i+rN(:i) , i=1, ..., n, follow two-parameter compound Poisson distributions
Q( } ; :i , &i , G). If :1:2 } } } :n , then, on writing : =(1n) ni=1 :i ,
(1) ni=1 * iX&i+rN(:i)st 
n
i=1 *i X&i+rN(: ) for all *1 } } } *n0,
(2) (X&1+rN(:1) , 
2
i=1 X&i+rN(:i) , ..., 
n
i=1 X&i+rN(:i))st (X&1+rN(: ) , 
2
i=1
X&i+rN(: ) , ..., 
n
i=1 X&i+rN(: )).
Theorem 2 holds for certain scale mixtures of two-parameter Poisson
distributions.
Example 1. Assume that X&1+2N(:1) , ..., X&n+2N(:n) and X&0 are inde-
pendent random variables, X&i+2N(:i) has a noncentral /
2 distribution with
&i degrees of freedom and noncentrality parameters :i , i=1, ..., n, and X&0
has a central /2 distribution with &0 degrees of freedom. Then &0X&i+2N(:i) 
(&i X&0), i=1, ..., n, are dependent noncentral F random variables with
&i and &0 degrees of freedom and noncentrality parameters : i . Let
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0<&1 } } } &n . If ,(x) is ISO* on Rn+ , then ,(x1 &1 , ..., xn&n) is also
ISO* on Rn+ , and thus E[,(&0 X&1+2N(:1) (&1X&0), ..., &0X&n+2N(:n) (&nX&0)) |
X&0] is an ISO* function of (:1 , ..., :n) # R
n
+ . So is
E,(&0X&1+2N(:1) (&1X&0), ..., &0X&n+2N(:n) (&nX&0))
=E[E[,(&0 X&1+2N(:1) (&1X&0), ..., &0X&n+2N(:n) (&nX&0)) | X&0]].
Next we consider the case where the generating distribution G ’s are dif-
ferent. Additional conditions on G ’s are required for an analogue of
Theorem 2.
Example 2. Let Gi (i=1, 2) be a logarithmic series distribution with
probability function
gi (u)=
1
|ln( pi)|
(1& pi)u
u
, u=1, 2, ...,
where 0<pi<1, so that XN(:i) has a negative binomial distribution with
P(XN(:i)=x)=\: i*+x&1x + p:*ii (1& pi)x, x=0, 1, ...,
where :i*=: i |ln( pi)| and EXN(:i)=: i*(1& pi)pi=: i (1& pi)|ln( pi)| pi .
For
(:1 , :2)=E(XN(:1)+XN(:2))= :
2
i=1
: i (1& pi)
|ln( pi)| p i
to be ISO*, one must have

:1
(:1 , :2)=
(1& p1)
|ln( p1)| p1


:2
(:1 , :2)=
(1& p2)
|ln( p2)| p2
,
or equivalently, p1p2 ; namely, G1st G2 . This suggest the following
result.
Theorem 3. Assume that independent nonnegative random variables
X&i+rN(:i) , i=1, ..., n, follow two-parameter compound Poisson distributions
Q( } ; :i , &i , Gi). If G1 st G2 st } } }  st Gn and ,(x) is ISO* and non-
decreasing on Rn+ or R
n, then
(:1 , ..., :n)=E,(X&1+rN(:1) , ..., X&n+rN(:n))
is ISO* on Rn+ .
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Corollary 3.1. If , is nondecreasing on Rn+ or R
n, then E,(X&1+rN(:1) ,
2i=1 X&i+rN(:i) , ..., 
n
i=1 X&i+rN(:i)) is an ISO* function of (:1 , ..., :n) # R
n
+ .
Corollary 3.2. Let *1 } } } *n . If ,0 is nondecreasing on R1, then
E,0(ni=1 *i X&i+rN(:i)) is an ISO* function of (:1 , ..., :n) # R
n
+ .
As an example, suppose that Gi is a logarithmic series distribution with
0<pi<1, and :i=|ln pi |, so that XN(:i) has a geometric distribution with
P(XN(:i)=x)= pi (1& pi)
x, x=0, 1, ..., i=1, ..., n.
The sum ni=1 XN(:i) has a multiparameter negative binomial distribution.
Corollary 3.2 says that E,0(ni=1 XN(:i)) is a Schur convex function of
(:1 , ..., :n) if ,0 is nondecreasing.
We conclude this section with the following example in which we apply
Theorem 1 to stochastically compare (non)central F distributions and
(non)central ; distributions.
Example 3. Let F&1, &2; %=&2 X&1+2N(%) (&1 X&2), where %0, X&1+2N(%)
and X&2 are independent, X&1+2N(%) has a noncentral /
2 distribution with &1
degrees of freedom and noncentrality parameter %, and X&2 has a central /
2
distribution with &2 degrees of freedom. If (&1 , &2)>>* (|1 , |2), then
&1
&2
F&1, &2; % st
|1
|2
F|1, |2; % st
t2&2+&2&1; %
&1+&2&1
, (2.5)
where t&; % denotes a noncentral t random variable with & degrees of
freedom and noncentrality parameter %. In particular, for &1&2 ,
&1
&2
F&1, &2; % st
&2
&1
F&2, &1; % .
To prove (2.5), assume that , is nondecreasing on R1. It is easy to see that
,(x1 x2) is ISO* on R2+ . Thus, from (2.2),
E, \X&1+2N(%)X&2 +E, \
X|1+2N(%)
X|2 + ,
which implies (2.5). In (2.5), >>* cannot be replaced by o . Otherwise,
one would have
&1
&2
F&1, &2; % st
&2
&1
F&2, &1; % st
&1
&2
F&1, &2; % ,
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which implies that (&1&2) F&1, &2; % and (&2 &1) F&2, &1; % have the same dis-
tributions even if &1 {&2 .
Notice that &1F&1, &2; %(&2+&1 F&1, &2; %) follows a noncentral ; distribution
and that x(1+x) is nondecreasing on R1+ . From (2.5) one has, for
(&1 , &2)>>* (|1 , |2),
&1F&1, &2; %
&2+&1 F&1, &2; %
 st
|1 F|1, |2; %
|2+|1 F|1, |2; %
.
3. ORDER RESTRICTED STATISTICAL INFERENCE
The statistical estimation for the noncentrality parameter % of (1.2) has
been studied by Chow [4], Marden [11], Meyer [16], and Saxena and
Alam [22], among others. In this section we consider the order-restricted
statistical inference for the noncentrality parameter.
Suppose that r>0 is a fixed integer and that G is known with G(x)=0,
x<0, and EU=1. Consider n independent populations having distribu-
tions Q( } ; %i , &i , G), where &i0 (i=1, ..., n) are fixed integers. We are
interested in testing the hypothesis
H0 : %1= } } } =%n
against the alternative H1&H0 (i.e., H1 but not H0) where H1 : %1 } } } 
%n , based on independent random samples from each of n populations. Let
% i be the sample mean of the i th sample having sample size ki , i=1, ..., n.
Then E% i=(&i+r%i), and thus (% i&&i)r is an unbiased estimator of %i ,
i=1, ..., n. Due to the additive property, ki % i has distribution
Q( } ; ki%i , ki&i , G), i=1, ..., n. Thus, if a test statistic , in ISO*, then
E,(k1% 1 , ..., kn % n) is ISO* and the power function of the statistic
,(k1% 1 , ..., kn% n) is ISO*. For example, one may choose ,(x)=ni=1 *ix i
with appropriate weights *i (i=1, ..., n). Other test procedures could be
based on an l2 distance between estimates satisfying the alternative
hypotheses; see Robertson and Wright [19, Section 4] and references
therein. As a consequence of Theorem 2, we have, in the case k1= } } } =kn ,
that if , is ISO* then a test statistic based on ,(% 1 , ..., % n) can be unbiased
and have monotone power.
As an example let G be the central /2 distribution with 1 degree of
freedom, so that n independent populations have noncentral /2 distribu-
tions. Note that the UMVUE of %i , (% i&&i)2, is dominated by (% i&&i)+ 2
under squared error loss, i=1, ..., n, where (x)+=max[x, 0]. It is interest-
ing to consider the test statistic of the form ,(x)=ni=1 * i (x i&&i)+ , which
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is ISO* if *i } } } *n . To introduce another class of test statistics with the
ISO* property, note that the UMVUE of %i , (% i&&i)2, is also dominated
under squared error loss by a class of shrinkage estimators of the form
1
2
(% i&&i)+
b i
(% i+c i)ai
,
for certain values of the constants ai , bi , ci , i=1, ..., n; see Perlman and
Rasmussen [17]. This suggests a class of test statistics of the form
:
n
i=1
*i {% i&&i+ bi(% i+ci)ai= ,
which would be ISO* for an appropriate choice of the constants.
4. SCHUR CONVEXITY FOR A TWO-PARAMETER FAMILY
Theorem 2 is a preservation theorem for the two-parameter family (1.2)
in terms of ISO* functions on Rn+ . Its important feature is that the ISO*
property doesn’t depend on the parameter &’s. One might expect that an
analogous preservation theorem holds for Schur functions on Rn+ or R
n.
However, this is not the case, as can be seen from the following example.
Example 4. Observe that the function ,(x1 , x2)=(x1&x2)2 is Schur
convex, but not ISO*, on R2 or R2+ . For two independent noncentral /
2
random variables X&1+2N(:1) , X&2+2N(:2) , one has
((:1 , :2); (&1 , &2))
=E,(X&1+2N(:1) , X&2+2N(:2))
= :
2
i=1
[(&1+: i)2+(2& i+4:i)]&2(&1+:1)(&2+:2).
But, for (&1 , &2)=(1, 2), (0.9, 0.1)>>* (0.7, 0.3),
((0.9; 0.1); (1, 2))=10.04<10.36=((0.7, 0.3); (1, 2)),
which means that E(X&1+2N(:1)&X&2+2N(:2))
2 is not Schur convex with
respect to (:1 , :2). While ,(x1 , x2)=(x1&x2)2 is ISO* on the cone
[x1x2], it also implies that Theorem 2 is not true if ,(x) is ISO* on the
cone [x1 } } } xn].
Example 4 is not surprising, since condition (4.1) below is not available.
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Proposition. Assume that w( } , } , } ) is the same as in Theorem 1 and, in
addition, satisfies
(iii) w(:1 , &1 , x1) w(:2 , &2 , x2)w(:1 , &1 , x2) w(:2 , &2 , x1), (4.1)
for all :1:2 , &1&2 , and x1x2 .
If , is Schur convex on Rn+ or R
n, then (2.2) holds whenever (:1 , ..., :n)>>*
(;1 , ..., ;n) and (&1 , ..., &n)>>* (|1 , ..., |n).
In particular, by setting V=[0], the above proposition coincides with
Theorem 1.1 of Proschan and Sethuraman [18] and (4.1) corresponds to
the TP2 property for a one-parameter family which cannot in general be
dropped. The use of the above proposition seems to be limited, since it is
hard to give an example of a two-parameter family satisfying (4.1). Its
proof is thus omitted.
5. PROOF
Proof of Theorem 1. We proceed by induction on n. First assume that
n=2, (:1 , :2)>>* (;1 , ;2), and (&1 , &2)>>* (|1 , |2). From (2.1) one
obtains
|(:1 , &1 , x1)=| w(:1&;1 , &1&|1 , y) w(;1 , |1 , x1& y) dv( y),
w(;2 , |2 , x2)=| w(;2&:2 , |2&&2 , y) w(:2 , &2 , x2& y) dv( y)
=| w(:1&;1 , &1&|1 , y) w(:2 , &2 , x2& y) dv( y),
where the last equality follows from :1&;1=;2&:20 and &1&|1=
|2&&20. Thus
|| ,(x) ‘
2
i=1
w(:i , &i , xi) ‘
2
i=1
d+(xi)
&|| ,(x) ‘
2
i=1
w(;i , | i , xi) ‘
2
i=1
d+(x i)
=|
y0
w(:1&;1 , &1&|1 , y) dv( y) _|| ,(x)[w(;1 , |1 , x1& y)
_w(:2 , &2 , x2)&w(;1 , |1 , x1) w(:2 , &2 , x2& y)] ‘
2
i=1
d+(x i)&
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=|
y0
w(:1&;1 , &1&|1 , y) dv( y) _|| [,(x1+ y, x2)
&,(x1 , x2+ y)] w(;1 , |1 , x1) w(:2 , &2 , x2) ‘
2
i=1
d+(xi)&
0,
where the second equality is obtained by a change of variables and the last
inequality holds since y0, (x1+ y, x2)>>* (x1 , x2+ y), and ,(x) is
ISO*. This proves (2.2) for n=2.
Now assume that (2.2) holds for n&1. For n3, (:1 , ..., :n)>>*
(;1 , ..., ;n), and (&1 , ..., &n)>>* (|1 , ..., |n), define #1=;1 , #2=:2+:1&;1 ,
{1=|1 , {2=&2+&1&|1 , #i=:i , and {i=&i (i=3, ..., n). Then
| } } } | ,(x) ‘
n
i=1
w(:i , &i , xi) ‘
n
i=1
d+(x i)
&| } } } | ,(x) ‘
n
i=1
w(;i , |i , xi) ‘
n
i=1
d+(xi)
={| } } } | ,(x) ‘
n
i=1
w(: i , &i , x i) ‘
n
i=1
d+(xi)
&| } } } | ,(x) ‘
n
i=1
w(#i , {i , x i) ‘
n
i=1
d+(x i)=
+{| } } } | ,(x) ‘
n
i=1
w(# i , {i , x i) ‘
n
i=1
d+(xi)
&| } } } | ,(x) ‘
n
i=1
w(;i , |i , xi) ‘
n
i=1
d+(xi)=
=| } } } | ‘
n
i=3
w(:i , &i , x i) d+(xi)
_{|| ,(x) w(:1 , &1 , x1) w(:2 , &2 , x2) ‘
2
i=1
d+(x i)
&|| ,(x) w(#1 , {1 , x1) w(#2 , {2 , x2) ‘
2
i=1
d+(xi)=
+| w(;1 , &1 , x1) d+(x1)
_{| } } } | ,(x) ‘
n
i=2
w(#i , {i , x i) d+(xi)
&| } } } | ,(x) ‘
n
i=2
w(;i , |i , xi) d+(xi)= ,
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where the quantity inside the first pair of brackets is nonnegative by using
the fact that (2.2) holds for n=2, (:1 , :2)>>* (#1 , #2), and (&1 , &2)>>*
({1 , {2), and the quantity inside the second pair of brackets is nonnegative
due to the induction hypothesis, (#2 , ..., #n)>>* (;2 , ..., ;n), and
({2 , ..., {n)>>* (|2 , ..., |n). K
Proof of Theorem 2. By the assumptions, N(:1), ..., N(:n) are inde-
pendent Poisson variables and independent of [X&i+rki : ki=0, 1, ...,
i=1, ..., n], while for i{ j, [X&i+rki : ki=0, 1, ...] and [X&j+rkj : kj=0, 1, ...]
are independent. (:1 , ..., :n) is expressed as
(:1 , ..., :n)
=E[E[,(X&1+rN(:1) , ..., X&n+rN(:n)) | (N(:1), ..., N(:n))]]
= :

k1=0
} } } :

kn=0
{‘
n
j=1
P(N(:j)=k j)= E[,(X&1+rN(:1) , ...,
X&n+rN(:n)) | N(:1)=k1 , ..., N(:n)=kn]
= :

k1=0
} } } :

kn=0
{‘
n
j=1
:kjj
kj !
e&:j= E,(X&1+rk1 , ..., X&n+rkn).
This is differentiable, and for i=1, ..., n,

:i
(:1 , ..., :n)
= :

k1=0
} } } :

ki=1
} } } :

kn=0
{:
ki&1
i e
&:i
(k i&1)!
‘
j{i
:kjj
k j !
e:j=
_E,(X&1+rk1 , ..., X&n+rkn)&(:1 , ..., :n)
= :

k1=0
} } } :

kn=0
{‘
n
j=1
:kjj
kj !
e&:j=
_E,(X&1+rk1 , ..., X&i+r(ki+1) , ..., X&n+rkn)&(:1 , ..., :n).
To prove that (:1 , ..., :n) is ISO*, according to Theorem 2.6 of Robertson
and Wright [19], it suffices to show that

:i
(:1 , ..., :n)

:i+1
(:1 , ..., :n), i=1, ..., n&1,
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for which one needs only to check that
E,(X&1+rk1 , ..., X&i+r(ki+1) , ..., X&n+rkn)
E,(X&1+rk1 , ..., X&i+1+r(ki+1+1) , ..., X&n+rkn) (5.1)
holds for all integers k1 , ..., kn . This is obviously true for , being ISO*,
since [X&i+rki] is a sequence of independent nonnegative random variables
and each X&i+rki can be rewritten as a sum of &i+rki independent random
variables having the same distribution G. K
Proof of Theorem 3. We need only to verify (5.1) under the assumption
G1st G2st } } } st Gn for all nonnegative integers k1 , ..., kn . The rest of
the proof is the same as that of Theorem 2. Since [X&i+rki] is a sequence
of independent nonnegative random variables, it suffices to verify (5.1) in
the case n=2, while the general case can be obtained via a conditional
argument.
Now for fixed ki , i=1, 2, X&i+rki can be rewritten as X&i+rki=
&i+rkij=1 U
(i)
j , where U
(i)
1 , ..., U
(i)
&i+rki are independent random variables hav-
ing the same distribution Gi . For any nonnegative constants c1 and c2 , one
has
\ :
&1+rk1+r
j=&1+rk1+1
U (1)j +c1 , c2 +>>* \c1 , :
&1+rk1+r
j=&1+rk1+1
U (1)j +c2+ , (5.2)
which implies
E {, \ :
&1+rk1
j=1
U (1)j + :
&1+rk1+r
j=&1+rk1+1
U (1)j , :
&2+rk2
j=1
U (2)j + } :
&1+rk1
j=1
U (1)j =c1 ,
:
&2+rk2
j=1
U (2)j =c2=
=E, \ :
&1+rk1+r
j=&1+rk1+1
U (1)j +c1 , c2 +
E, \c1 , :
&1+rk1+r
j=&1+rk1+1
U (1)j +c2+
E, \c1 , :
&2+rk2+r
j=&2+rk2+1
U (2)j +c2+
=E {, \ :
&1+rk1
j=1
U (1)j , :
&2+rk2
j=1
U (2)j + :
&2+rk2+r
j=&2+rk2+1
U (2)j + } :
&1+rk1
j=1
U (1)j =c1 ,
:
&2+rk2
j=1
U (2)j =c2= ,
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where the first inequality follows from (5.2) and that , is ISO*, and the
second one holds since , is nondecreasing and &1+rk1+rj=&1+rk1+1 U
(1)
j st
&2+rk2+rj=&2+rk2+1 U
(2)
j . Thus,
E,(X&1+r(k1+1) , X&2+rk2)&E,(X&1+rk1 , X&2+r(k2+1))
=E, \ :
&1+rk1
j=1
U (1)j + :
&1+rk1+r
j=&1+rk1+1
U (1)j , :
&2+rk2
j=1
U (2)j +
&E, \ :
&1+rk1
j=1
U (1)j , :
&2+rk2
j=1
U (2)j + :
&2+rk2+r
j=&2+rk2+1
U (2)j +
=E _E {, \ :
&1+rk1
j=1
U (1)j + :
&1+rk1+r
j=&1+rk1+1
U (1)j , :
&2+rk2
j=1
U (2)j + }
:
&1+rk1
j=1
U (1)j , :
&2+rk2
j=1
U (2)j =
&E {, \ :
&1+rk1
j=1
U (1)j , :
&2+rk2
j=1
U (2)j + :
&2+rk2+r
j=&2+rk2+1
U (2)j + }
:
&1+rk1
j=1
U (1)j , :
&2+rk2
j=1
U (2)j =&
0. K
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